Birthday Cards
Ten of Diamonds:
Annointed One
Characteristics: The Ten of Diamonds is
protected by Jupiter’s blessings on each side.
It is in the center of the Life Spread. While only
a few of them actually reach this in real life, it is
the card of material luxury. This card will
always be lucky to a degree and all these
cards have financial protection. Their own
business is to be preferred to working for
someone else and this is where they are best
suited. Regardless of the size, they are
knowledgeable about running a business.
Inherited wealth is often the case in their lives.
The center of things is where they want to be.
Being at the midpoint of the Life Spread is the
reason for this. Many are not as generous as
you might think, however. The acquisition of
additional money is where some direct these
gifts, and there are those who actually become
ruthless in these terms. Their Queen of
Diamonds Karma Card can be listened to and
this symbolizes intuition and service through
learning. Rewards can be found in artistic avenues for creativity in their later years.
Doubt and indecision can be removed if their spiritual awareness develops, which can
happen in their later years by expanding their minds and souls. Talents and resources
for helping others can actually be devoted in this manner. An obsession with
accumulating things is a temptation for some. Money is where this relates to the Ten
of Diamonds. Selfishness is a quality of some Ten of Diamonds, but they invariably
succeed in whatever they do because of their creativity and intelligence. Monetary
gain is usually where this aptitude points. They can deal with businesses or financial
enterprises of any size.
Relationships: There must be a discharge of karma from past lives relating, perhaps,
to a difficult divorce or separation. Love and relationships are the cravings of the Ten
of Diamonds. A person who left unfairly and in a less than loving way is the karma
brought into this life. The same person from the previous life often reappears in this
life. They most often initiate a new relationship in their search for love. There are
frequent sacrifices of personal needs for affection because of a higher priority or in
order to assist others who need help. Because of the Five of Diamonds in Saturn and
the fact that the Personality Card for the feminine aspect is the notorious Queen of
Diamonds, things can result in indecision romantically and heavy burdens associated
with romance and marriage. Before they can have a successful marriage, they must

address the fact that they are restless emotionally. Finding their inner child is a
process of them learning to love themselves. This helps them find other relationships
too. Letting relationships come before her work or career is something the female Ten
of Diamonds should avoid unless there is extraordinary rapport.
Personality Connections: Although sometimes challenging, the Ten of Diamonds
woman finds cordial relations with masculine Hearts. The females are very compatible
with most Club males. Blessings from other Diamond women attract both male and
female Ten of Diamonds, especially business minded ones.
Confrontations: There is always conflict between wanting things for themselves and
giving to others despite wanting to be loved by others. In relationships compromise
and adjustment are necessary. The Ten of Diamonds can see it as a sacrifice to
compromise, because it is taking away from them. Some must choose between selflove or love of a mate or partner at a point. Sometimes quite selfish and self-centered,
the Ten of Diamonds can be very humanitarian and giving as well. They can believe
that the entire world belongs to them and that they are worthy of the constant attention
of everyone because they are positioned at the exact center of the Life Spread. They
think they do not really have to be concerned so much about being taken care of.
They have a high opinion of themselves in many cases and believe they are truly the
most blessed cards. Search for self is what this card symbolizes.

